Abstract -Spin dynamics in the Kondo impurity model, initiated by suddenly switching the direction of a local magnetic field, is studied by means of the time-dependent density-matrix renormalization group. Quantum effects are identified by systematic computations for different spin quantum numbers S and by comparing with tight-binding spin-dynamics theory for the classical-spin Kondo model. We demonstrate that, besides the conventional precessional motion and relaxation, the quantum-spin dynamics shows nutation, similar to a spinning top. Opposed to semiclassical theory, however, the nutation is efficiently damped on an extremely short time scale. The effect is explained in the large-S limit as quantum dephasing of the eigenmodes in an emergent two-spin model that is weakly entangled with the bulk of the system. We argue that, apart from the Kondo effect, the damping of nutational motion is essentially the only characteristics of the quantum nature of the spin. Qualitative agreement between quantum and semiclassical spin dynamics is found down to S = 1/2.
Introduction.-The paradigmatic system to study the real-time dynamics of a spin-1/2 coupled to a Fermi sea is the Kondo model [1] . It is mainly considered as a generic model for the famous Kondo effect [2] , namely screening of the impurity spin by a mesoscopically large number of electrons in a thermal state with temperature below the Kondo temperature T K ∼ exp(−1/Jρ), where J is the strength of the exchange coupling and ρ is the density of states. The Kondo effect is a true quantum effect which originates from the two-fold spin degeneracy and is protected by time-reversal symmetry. Longitudinal spin dynamics, such as the time-dependent Kondo screening, has been studied recently [3, 4] by starting from an initial state with a fully polarized spin, which can be prepared with the help of local magnetic field. The longitudinal dynamics is initiated by suddenly switching off the field.
Transversal spin dynamics, on the other hand, appears as a more classical phenomenon: It can be induced, for example, by suddenly tilting a strong field B T K from, say,x toẑ direction. In first place this induces a precession of the spin around the new field direction with Larmor frequency ω L ∝ B. For J = 0, the equation of motion for the expectation value of the spin, (d/dt) S t = S t × B with B = Bẑ has the same form as the Landau-Lifschitz equation for a classical spin [5] . When coupling the spin to the Fermi sea with a finite J, energy can be transferred to the electronic system and dissipated into the bulk. Hence, the spin must relax and align to the new field direction as is nicely seen in numerical studies of the Kondo model out of equilibrium [6] . For B T K the spin precession and relaxation is qualitatively well described by semiclassical tightbinding spin dynamics (TB-SD) (cf. e.g. Ref. [7] ) where the spin is assumed to be a classical dynamical observable. In many cases, even the simple Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [8, 9] including a non-conserving damping term, proportional to the first time derivative of the spin, seems to capture the essential (classical) physics.
A major purpose of the present study is to check if there are quantum effects which are overlooked by the semiclassical approach to transversal spin dynamics (i.e., apart from the Kondo effect). To this end we compare numerical results from exact quantum-classical hybrid theory [10, 11] , i.e., the TB-SD [7, 12] , with those of exact quantum theory, computed with time-dependent density-matrix renormalp-1 arXiv:1609.05526v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 18 Sep 2016 ization group (t-DMRG) [13, 14] , for different spin quantum numbers S. It turns out that even for S = 1/2 there is a surprisingly good qualitative agreement of quantum with semiclassical dynamics. However, we also identify a physical phenomenon, namely nutational motion, where remarkable differences are found:
Classical and quantum nutation.
-Besides precession and damping, inertia effects are well known in classical spin dynamics [15, 16] and can be described by an additional term to the LLG equation with second-order time derivative of the spin. The resulting nutation of the spin motion has been introduced and studied phenomenologically [17, 18] or with realistic parameters taken from firstprinciples calculations [19] but can also be derived on a microscopic level [20] [21] [22] within the general framework of semiclassical spin dynamics [23] [24] [25] .
In case of a quantum spin, inertia effects have not yet been studied. As compared to spin precession and damping, nutation is a higher-order effect [21] , so that it is not a priori clear whether or not spin nutation is suppressed by quantum fluctuations. Here, by applying the t-DMRG to the spin-S Kondo impurity model in a magnetic field, we are able to show for the first time that nutation also shows up in the full quantum spin dynamics. Remarkably, however, quantum nutation turns out to be strongly damped and shows up on a much shorter time scale as compared to the relaxation time. On a fundamental level, this pinpoints an unconventional new quantum effect in transversal spin dynamics but is also relevant for experimental studies suggesting, e.g., inertia-driven spin switching [26, 27] opposed to standard precessional switching [28, 29] .
Model.-Using standard notations, the Hamiltonian of the Kondo impurity model reads:
Here, c iσ is the annihilator of an electron with spin projection σ =↑, ↓ at site i = 1, ..., L of an open one-dimensional chain of length L. The hopping T = 1 between nearestneighboring (n.n.) sites defines the energy and the time scale (h ≡ 1). We assume a half-filled band with N = L conduction electrons. The impurity spin S is coupled antiferromagnetically with exchange coupling constant J to the local spin s i0 of the itinerant conduction-electron system at the first site of the chain, i 0 = 1. With the vector of Pauli matrices τ , we have s i = σσ c † iσ τ σσ c iσ /2. S is a quantum spin characterized by quantum number S = 2 , ..., and for S > 1/2, Eq. (1) is the underscreened Kondo model. Alternatively, S is considered as a classical spin with fixed length |S| = S cl. where S cl. = S(S + 1) for a meaningful comparison with results for a quantum spin.
Real-time dynamics.-To initiate spin dynamics we consider a local magnetic field B which, at time t = 0, is suddenly switched from B = B inix , forcing the spin to point inx direction, to B = B finẑ . This addresses, e.g., spin-resolved scanning-tunneling microscope experiments [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . We choose B ini = ∞ to initially fully polarize the impurity spin. Note that the conduction-electron spin s i0 in the initial state is also polarized, but typically much weaker, depending on the internal Weiss field B eff ≡ JS produced by the exchange interaction and the impurity spin. The dynamics is (predominantly) transversal if B fin T K which ensures that the Kondo singlet remains broken and that there are no (significant) longitudinal spin fluctuations.
For t → ∞ we expect complete relaxation. This is achieved if the classical spin S(t) or, in the quantum case, S(t) ≡ S t = Ψ(t)|S|Ψ(t) fully aligns with theẑ axis. Likewise the expectation value s i0 (t) ≡ s i0 t of the local conduction-electron spin at i 0 is expected to orient itself antiparallel to S(t) for t → ∞.
Time-dependent DMRG.-To study the (quantum) time-evolution of S(t) and s i0 (t) after the sudden switch of the field, we employ the time-dependent density-matrix renormalization-group technique (t-DMRG) in the framework of matrix-product states and operators [13] . The implementation of a quantum spin with arbitrary S is straightforward. For an impurity model with the spin attached to the first site of the chain, the numerical effort is essentially independent of S as only the dimension of the local Hilbert space at i 0 scales with 2S + 1. Due to the global U (1)×U (1) symmetry of H, the total particle number and the z component of the total spin are conserved. For a sudden field switch fromx toẑ direction, however, only particle-number conservation can be exploited in the t-DMRG calculation. As compared to a purely longitudinal dynamics, this implies an increased computational effort. The time evolution of matrix-product states is computed using the two-site version of the algorithm as suggested in Ref. [14, 35] which is based on the timedependent variational principle. The maximum bond dimension reached during the propagation is about 2000.
Quantum-spin dynamics.-We start the discussion with the t-DMRG results, see the red lines in Fig. 1 . The calculations have been performed for a chain with L = 80 sites. For a quantum spin S = 1/2 ( Fig. 1, top panel) , and for J = 1 and B fin = 2, the dynamics is sufficiently fast, i.e., the main physical effects take place on a time scale shorter than the time where finite-size artifacts show up. In the bulk of the non-interacting conduction-electron system, wave packets typically propagate with group velocity v F = dε(k)/dk = ±2T at the Fermi wave vectors k = k F = ±π/2 for half filling. This roughly determines the maximum speed of the excitations and defines a "light cone" [36, 37] . Hence, a local perturbation at i 0 = 1 starts to show artificial interference with its reflection from the opposite boundary at i = L after a time of about t inter = 2L/v g = L/T , i.e., after about 80 inverse hoppings -which is well beyond the time scale covered by Fig. 1 .
The most obvious effect in the time dependence of S(t) p-2 (see upper part of the top panel) is the precessional motion around theẑ axis: S x (t) (and likewise of S y (t) which is not shown in the figure) oscillate with Larmor frequency ω L ≈ B fin . Note that |S(t)| = | Ψ(t)|S|Ψ(t) | is nearly constant, i.e., there are no substantial longitudinal fluctuations or Kondo screening.
In addition to the spin precession, there is damping: The spin relaxes to its new equilibrium direction ∝ẑ on the relaxation time scale τ rel ≈ 50. Despite the fact that the total energy and the z component of the total spin are conserved (as is also checked numerically), this is the expected result: At t = 0 the system is locally in an excited state; for large t, spin relaxation is achieved by dissipation of energy into the bulk of the chain. The dynamics does not stop until the excitation energy ∼ SB fin is fully dissipated into the bulk, and the system is -locally, close to i 0 -in its ground state.
Conduction-electron dynamics.-In the ground state of the system at time t = 0, the local conduction-electron spin at i 0 is partially polarized in −x direction, i.e., antiparallel to S(t = 0) due to the internal magnetic field JS(0) (see top panel of Fig. 1 , lower part). For t > 0 we find that s i0 (t) follows the dynamics of the impurity spin S(t) almost adiabatically, i.e., at a given instant of time t it is slightly behind the (instantaneous) ground-state expectation value s i0 g.s. ↑↓ S(t) for the conduction-electron system with a "given" Weiss field JS(t). This slight retardation effect is clearly visible in Fig. 1 (compare the location of the first minimum of S x (t) with the first maximum of s i0x (t), for instance). In the semiclassical picture retardation has been identified to drive the relaxation of S(t) [7] .
Quantum nutation.
-In addition to the expected precessional motion and relaxation of s i0 (t), there is a weak additional superimposed oscillation visible in s i0z (t). For S = 1/2 the frequency is close to the precession frequency. However, the results for higher spin quantum numbers (see lower part of the middle panel, S = 5) show that these oscillations have a characteristic frequency ω N and hence a physical cause which may require but is independent of the precessional motion.
The z component of the impurity spin actually shows oscillations with the same frequency and almost the same amplitude (which can hardly be seen in the first two panels of Fig. 1 due to the rescaling of S(t) by S max ) but becomes obvious in the bottom panel (no rescaling, S = 50). By comparing with the semiclassical spin dynamics, we will argue that this is in fact nutation of the quantum spin.
Tight-binding spin dynamics.-Most (but not all) features of the transversal quantum dynamics are qualitatively captured by the numerically much cheaper "tightbinding spin dynamics" (TB-SD) [7, 12] , i.e., quantumclassical hybrid or Ehrenfest dynamics. TB-SD originates from the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) by treating the impurity spin S(t) as a classical dynamical observable which couples to the (quantum) system of conduction electrons. Its equation of motion is derived from the canonical equatioṅ S = {S, H t } (see Refs. [7, 10] for the Poisson bracket of spin systems), which has the form of a Landau-Lifschitz equation,Ṡ
To also get s i0 (t) = 1 2 tr 2×2 ρ i0i0 (t)σ, it must be complemented, however, by a von Neumann equation, i
, for the reduced one-particle density matrix ρ(t) of the electron system whose elements are defined as ρ ii ,σσ (t) ≡ c produces qualitatively very similar results as compared to the quantum dynamics. This concerns the precessional motion, the relaxation time scale and also the occurrence of nutation and the nutation frequency and amplitude.
However, we can identify basically three quantum effects which are different or even absent in the TB-SD:
(i) Initially the local conduction-electron spin at i 0 is less polarized in the quantum case, and this has some quantitative consequences for the subsequent spin dynamics. The reason is that with S cl. = S(S + 1) the classical Weiss field is stronger:
(ii) Opposed to the classical-spin case, which exclusively comprises transversal dynamics, we find |S(t)| = const in the quantum case, i.e., there are residual longitudinal fluctuations (see top panel, upper part). Due to the suppression of the Kondo effect by the magnetic field, these are moderate, such that the deviations from the TD-SD are small. One should note, however, that nevertheless (weak) longitudinal fluctuations are essential for true quantum spin dynamics: Assuming the complete absence of longitudinal fluctuations, we would have S t = Sn(t) with some unit vectorn(t). Aligning the momentary quantization axis ton(t), the quantum state at time t is a product state with zero impurity-bath entanglement. For the impurityspin equation of motion, d S t /dt = S t ×B−J S×s i0 t , this implies the factorization S × s i0 t = S(t) × s i0 (t), resulting in Eq. (2) . With the analogous factorization in the equations of motion for the conduction-electron degrees of freedom, this implies classical spin behavior. Hence, longitudinal fluctuations produce entanglement and quantum effects.
(iii) The nutational motion is strongly damped in the quantum-spin case. Oscillations of S z (t) and of s i0z (t) with frequency ω N decay on a finite time scale τ N while there is no visible damping of the nutation for a classical spin on the scale displayed in Fig. 1 . This is most obvious for S = 50 (bottom panel), but also for S = 5 (middle panel, lower part).
S dependence.-For large spin quantum numbers, one expects that the quantum-spin dynamics becomes equivalent with that of a classical spin of length S cl. = S(S + 1) [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Indeed, the agreement constantly improves with increasing S, see Fig. 1 . The common trends found with increasing S are the following:
(i) There is a stronger and stronger initial polarization of the local conduction-electron spin at i 0 due to the increasing magnitude of the Weiss field B eff ≡ JS coupling to s i0 . For S = 5 it is more than 80% polarized.
(ii) The relaxation time τ rel increases with increasing S. For S = 5 (see Fig. 1 , middle panel) S z (t) has reached only 50% of its final saturation value, and for S = 50 (bottom panel) there is hardly any damping visible on the time scale accessible to the t-DMRG computations. Within weak-J perturbation theory and assuming that the spin dynamics is slow as compared to the electronic time scales, we expect τ rel ∝ S in the large-S limit, as is detailed in the Supplemental Material [44] . However, for both the semiclassical and the quantum theory, we find τ rel ∝ S 2 from the data. This is at variance with LLG theory and can be traced back to the breakdown of the Markov approximation (see [44] ).
(iii) For the nutation frequency we find ω N ∝ S in the large-S limit (see also the discussion below). The amplitude of the nutation vanishes for S → ∞ in both, the quantum-and the classical-spin case. In this way quantum-and classical-spin dynamics become equivalent in the large-S limit despite the absence of damping of the nutational motion in the classical case.
(iv) We finally note that |S(t)|/S max becomes constant in the quantum case as S → ∞.
Microscopic cause of nutation.
-The nutational motion can be understood easily within the semiclassical approach (except for damping): Recall that the impurity spin precession with frequency ω L ≈ B fin is mainly caused by the torque due to the magnetic field and note that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is small if s i0 (t) and S(t) are nearly collinear. In fact, in the instantaneous ground state at time t, the conduction-electron local moment s i0 (t) would be perfectly aligned antiparallel to S(t) due to the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling J such that s i0 (t) exhibits a precessional motion with the same frequency ω L ≈ B fin . Fig. 2 demonstrates that the stronger the effective field JS, the smaller is the deviation of the angle γ(t) between S(t) and s i0 (t) from γ = π. Generally, however, γ(t) < π (for all t) since, due to the damping, it takes a finite time for s i0 (t) to react to the new position of S(t) (see the inset of Fig. 2 ). Note that for very large S only the time average γ(t) is smaller than π (for instance, see S ≥ 20 in Fig. 2 ). This retardation effect results in a finite (average) torque JS(t) × s i0 (t) acting on s i0 (t), as can be seen from its equation of motion:
p-4
Inertia effects in the real-time dynamics of a quantum spin coupled to a Fermi sea The second term on the right-hand side is important for energy and spin dissipation into the bulk of the system and causes the usual damping of the precession of s i0 (t) (and of S(t)) around B. The first term, however, leads to nutational motion. This is most easily understood if there is a separation of time scales, i.e., if the nutation frequency ω N is large compared to the Larmor frequency ω L ≈ B fin . In this limit, Eq. (3) implies that s i0 (t) precesses with frequency ω N ≈ JS cl. approximately around the momentary direction of S(t) (which itself slowly precesses around the field direction). Actually, however, due to the retardation, s i0 precesses around an axis which is slightly tilted as compared to the momentary direction of S(t). This is nicely demonstrated by the oscillations of γ(t) with time-average γ(t) < π as displayed in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the equations of motion, Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), with the second term disregarded, imply that S z (t) + s i0z (t) = const and, therefore, the impurity spin shows the same nutational motion, but with opposite amplitude.
In the middle panel of Fig. 1 we in fact observe a fast oscillation of s i0 (t) with a frequency almost perfectly given by JS cl. (with J = 1 and S = 5). Note that the nutation of S(t) is hardly visible due to the rescaling with S max. . The third panel for S = 50 nicely demonstrates the nutational motion of both, s i0 (t) and S(t), with opposite amplitudes and common frequency ω N ω L . Fig. 3 displays the results of systematic TB-SD calculations which demonstrate the linear dependence of ω N on J and S for large JS. These calculations have been performed for a much weaker field B fin = 0.1 resulting in a much slower precession of S(t) around B. Note the nearly perfect agreement between classical-and quantumspin calculations also for smaller JS where there is a significant deviation from a linear behavior.
The mechanism described above also explains that the amplitudes of the nutational oscillations vanish in the limit S → ∞: An increasing internal Weiss field JS more and more aligns s i0 (t) to S(t), i.e., γ(t) → π. Consequently, torque JS(t)×s i0 (t) acting on s i0 (t) vanishes in the large-S limit. Two-spin model. -Fig. 3 additionally presents the results for ω N as obtained by a semiclassical two-spin model:
This model disregards the coupling of the site i 0 to the bulk of the conduction-electron system and thus cannot describe the damping of the precessional motion. Due to the absence of damping, the time-averaged angle is γ(t) = π.
From the numerical solution of Eq. (4) we also learn that it does not predict any damping of the nutational motion. The nutational oscillations themselves, however, are qualitatively captured by H 2−spin and, in fact, the whole line of reasoning explaining the inertia effect also applies to this model. The nutation frequencies as computed from H 2−spin fit the TB-SD and t-DMRG results rather well for strong effective fields B eff ≡ JS T = 1; stronger deviations are found for JS → 2 (see Fig. 3 ). For JS < 2, there are clear nutational oscillations in the spin dynamics of the full model (1), as is seen in the top panel of Fig. 1 , but ω N cannot be defined accurately.
Bound states.-B eff,cr = 2 is actually the critical value of the local effective field B eff ≡ JS which couples to the local conduction-electron spin at i 0 . For B eff > B eff,cr there are two one-particle eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian (1) corresponding to bound states which symmetrically split off the continuum at the lower and at the upper band edge, respectively. Note that B eff,cr vanishes for a site i 0 in the bulk of an infinite chain as is well known for onedimensional systems. Contrary, at the edge (i 0 = 1) there is a finite critical field, as is reminiscent of the physics in higher dimensions.
The sudden switch of the field excites the system locally at i 0 . Consequently, if JS > B eff,cr , the subsequent dynamics is predominantly local since the excitation is mainly carried by a state whose amplitude is exponentially suppressed with increasing distance from i 0 . The dynamics should be understood in this case as a weak perturbation of the dynamics of the two-spin model Eq. (4) .
That this also applies to the quantum-spin case is demonstrated with Fig. 4 which shows the entanglement entropy S i0 of the subsystem consisting of the quantum impurity spin and the conduction-electron site i 0 . In the ground state at t = 0, the entropy decreases with increasing effective field JS. For JS = 50 it nearly vanishes which implies that ground-state expectation values of local observables at i 0 are almost perfectly described with the (quantum version of the) two-spin model Eq. (4). With increasing time t, the entropy generally increases, while for strong effective fields JS is stays close to zero, i.e., the two-spin model also well captures the dynamics of local observables in this case.
Damping of quantum nutation.
-To explain the efficient damping of the nutational motion on a very short time scale τ N in the quantum-spin case, we first consider the quantum variant of the two-spin model Eq. (4), i.e., both, S and s, are considered as quantum spins with spin quantum numbers S and 1/2, respectively. The timedependent expectation value S z (t) after the sudden switch of the field is readily computed and shows oscillations with frequency ω N . Already in the two-spin model those are damped on a time scale τ N which agrees with that seen in the results of the full model in Fig. 1 for S ≥ 5. Writing S z (t) = S z t = m,n c m,n exp(i(E m − E n ))t with energy eigenstates m and n of H 2−spin and coefficients c m,n depending on the preparation of the initial state, it becomes obvious that this damping results from the dephasing of oscillations with the excitation energies E m − E n of the system.
Due to the small Hilbert-space dimension of the twospin model, however, there are strong revivals of the oscillations occurring at finite revival times. In fact, for S = 5, the first revival of nutational oscillations of s i0z (t) can be seen in the t-DMRG result around t = 20 (Fig. 1, middle  panel, lower part) . With increasing S and thus with increasing Hilbert space, however, the revival times quickly exceed the time scale accessible to t-DMRG in the full model. Furthermore, as the example for S = 5 in Fig. 1 shows, the revivals themselves are strongly damped in the full theory, opposed to the nearly perfect revivals in the two-spin-model dynamics. As this (secondary) damping of nutation is caused by the residual effective coupling of the two-spin model to the bulk of the system, it becomes less and less efficient with increasing S, while at the same time the revival time strongly increases and the amplitude of the oscillations decreases.
Conclusions.-Inertia effects in spin dynamics have been discussed intensively in the recent years, mainly in the context of applications for magnetic devices [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The most fundamental system which covers the essentials of spin dynamics, however, namely a single spin coupled to a Fermi sea has not yet been addressed in this respect. Applying exact quantum and semiclassical numerical techniques to the Kondo impurity model, we could demonstrate that the real-time dynamics, initiated by switching the direction of a magnetic field coupled to the spin, not only exhibits spin precession and spin relaxation but also nutational motion known from a gyroscope. The effect not only shows up in the impurity-spin dynamics but also in the dynamics of the conduction-electron local magnetic moments. It is very robust and found in a large regime of coupling constants using tight-binding spin dynamics and treating the spin as a classical observable. We find that nutation amplitudes are small as compared to amplitudes in precessional motion. The frequency is, in the strong-coupling limit, linear in J and S cl. .
Our study has demonstrated that nutational motion is not restricted to classical-spin systems but is robust against quantum fluctuations. Despite the fundamental differences between semiclassical and quantum dynamics, quantum-spin nutation is found to be very similar to the classical-spin case in many respects. There is a qualitative, and with increasing spin-quantum numbers also quantitative agreement between quantum and semiclassical dynamics. Kondo screening of the impurity spin represents an important exception which, however, in the present study plays a minor role only as Kondo-singlet formation is inhibited by the external field.
The main effect of the quantum nature of the spin is a very efficient damping of the nutational motion on a very short (femtosecond) time scale which is basically independent of the relaxation time scale for the precessional motion. In the strong-coupling (JS → ∞) limit, the spin dynamics is essentially local and captured by an emergent two-spin model which has served to understand the physical origin of the damping of quantum nutation, namely dephasing of local spin excitations with revivals suppressed by the coupling to the bulk of the system.
An important implication of our study is that direct observation of nutational motion, e.g., of magnetic nanoparticles with a (quantum) macrospin S coupled to the conduction-electron band of a nonmagnetic metallic surface, requires a sub-picosecond time resolution. On the other hand, inertia-driven spin switching in antiferromagnets [26, 27] has already been demonstrated successfully. * * *
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(i) In the weak-J regime, we can use the Kubo formula to find the linear response s i0 (t) = J t 0 dt χ loc (t−t )S(t ) of the local conduction-electron magnetic moment at site i 0 and time t caused by the time-dependent effective field B eff (t ) ≡ JS(t ) at time t . Here, the time-homogeneous response function χ loc (t − t ) is the retarded local spin susceptibility of the electron system at i 0 . This is a rank-two tensor which, for the present case, is diagonal and constant:
where |0 is the initial ground state at time t = 0, where Θ is the Heaviside step function and where s i0z (t) = exp(iH e t)s i0z (0) exp(−iH e t) with the tightbinding Hamiltonian H e [first term in Eq. (1)]. Inserting into Eq. (2), we finḋ
(ii) Assuming that the classical spin is slow on the memory time scale set by χ loc (t) and expanding S(t ) = S(t)+Ṡ(t)(t −t)+S(t )(t−t ) 2 /2+· · · under the integral, one finds [21] the LLG equation with an additional inertia term:
where, after sending the upper integral limit to infinity as usual [7, 21, 45] ,
and
are the Gilbert damping constant and the moment of inertia, respectively (α, I > 0). Eq. (6) constitutes a purely classical spin-only theory which, after some extensions, can serve as a starting point for microscopic spin-dynamics calculations [46] . The inertia term is known to give rise to nutation (see, e.g., [21, 22] for a detailed discussion). Dependence on S cl. .-The equation of motion (6) has a simple scaling property: One can easily verify that if S(t) solves the equation for parameters B, α and I, then S (t) ≡ λS(t) solves the same equation with rescaled parameters α/λ and I/λ. We conclude that the damping parameter α and the inertia constant I have a stronger effect on the dynamics of an elongated spin (S cl. > 1). Namely, with smaller effective parameters α = α/S cl. , I = I/S cl. ,
one obtains the same dynamics as for a spin of unit length. As is obvious from the defining equations (7) and (8), the parameters α, I do not depend on S cl. but are properties of the conduction-electron system only. The equation of motion for a given system is therefore independent of S cl. .
For fixed α, the relaxation time can be calculated [47] and is given by τ rel ∝ (1 + α 2 S 2 cl. )/(αS cl. B). In the large-S cl. limit, we thus have
Identifying S cl. with the modulus of the angular momentum L of a fast-spinning gyroscope, elementary theory (see, e.g., Ref. [15] ) tells us L = Iω N , and hence
This recovers the numerical result found in the S cl. → ∞ limit and corroborates the interpretation given in the main text. It also appears more general and does not depend on the special form of the underlying equations of motion as long as the motion of a magnetic moment is concerned [21, 22] . Discussion.-In fact, Eq. (11), is almost perfectly verified within the framework of the full semiclassical TB-SD, see Fig. 3 for large S cl. . For the dependence of the relaxation time τ rel on S cl. , however, we find a quadratic relation in the full TB-SD, τ rel ∝ S 2 cl. , rather than the linear trend predicted by Eq. (10) . This indicates that the effective theory is of limited use for reproducing the exact results of TB-SD on the semiclassical level for large S cl. and is furthermore inconsistent with the quantum dynamics as well.
Both assumptions (i) and (ii) are in fact questionable for the parameter regime studied here: One may reject the Markov-type approximation (ii) and describe the spin dynamics with the linear-response theory and Eq. (5). The same scaling argument as above again tells us that an elongated (λ > 1) spin S (t) ≡ λS(t) solves the same integro-differential equation, S (t, B, J ) = S(t, B, J) ,
but with rescaled exchange coupling
This means that a weaker interaction J < J (for λ > 1) leads to the same dynamics. Now, from the numerical evaluation of Eq. (5) it is well known [7, 12] that, for fixed S cl. , the damping becomes stronger and the relaxation time shorter with increasing J. Hence, for fixed J, with the argument leading to Eq. (13), the dynamics of an elongated classical spin must therefore show a stronger damping, i.e., a shorter relaxation time.
As this conflicts with our observations here (see Fig.  1 ), we must conclude that approximation (i), i.e., lowestorder perturbation theory in J or linear-response theory, is no longer valid for the parameter regime studied here. This furthermore implies that, besides damping, also the nutational motion of a spin exchange coupled to an unpolarized Fermi sea cannot be captured by the perturbative approach (despite the fact that the linear trend Eq. (11) is reproduced). This is not too surprising in view of the explanation for the inertia effect given in the main text, namely the formation of a bound state of the impurity spin with the exchange-coupled conduction-electron spin and the weak interaction of this bound state with the bulk of the system. Those details of the electronic structure are obviously not accounted for in a simple effective spin-only theory, such as Eq. (5), where the electron dynamics only enters via the J = 0 spin susceptibility. p-9
